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The Mayor took us to the quarry and discoursed without
enthusiasm and even with despondency on the badness of the roads,
the difficulty of hauling the stone and the labour of 'ridding* the
ground before the stone could be raised. After some talk at the
quarry about ways and means, we parted, the Mayor returning to
his mayoralty which had no emolument, no dignity, and no powers,
he 'didna think5, and we going on over the hill towards the abode
of the hermit.
At length we came in sight of a little hollow, a recess in the hills
at the foot of Llanbedr Hill, a little cwm running back into the
mountain closed at the end and on both sides by the steep hill sides
but open to the South, and the sun and the great valley of the Wye
and the distant blue mountains. A sunny green little cwm it was
secluded deep among the steep green hills, and until you came close
to it you would not be suspecting the existence of the place. A well
watered little cwm with sweet waters from the upper and lower
springs which welled up through the turf and peat and fern and
heathers, and joining their rills trickled away in a tiny stream down
the cwm to form a brook.
In this green cwm stood a little grey hut. It was built of rough
dry stone without mortar and the thatch was thin and broken. At
one end of the cabin a little garden had been enclosed and fenced in
from the waste. There was one other house in sight where the cwm
lay open to the west, Pencommon which used to belong to Price,
the old keeper, who died lately in Clyro Village. Not a soul was
stirring or in sight on the hill or in the valley, and the green
cwm was perfectly silent and apparently deserted. As we turned
the comer of the little grey hut and came in sight of the closed door
we gave up all hope of seeing the Solitary and believed that our
pilgrimage had been in vain. Then what was my relief when I
knocked upon the door to hear a strange deep voice from within
saying, 'Ho! Ho!' There was a slight stir within and then the cabin
door opened and a strange figure came out. The figure of a man
rather below the middle height, about 60 years of age, his head
covered with a luxuriant growth of light brown or chestnut hair
and his face made remarkable by a mild thoughtful melancholy
blue eye and red moustache and white beard. The hermit was
dressed in a seedy faded greasy suit of black, a dress coat and a large
untidy white cravat, or a cravat that had once been white, lashed

